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INTRODUCTION – EXPECTATIONS
• What are expectations?
• How do you manage them?
PART I – BUSINESS MEETINGS
• How does an effective leader manage expectations?
PART II – RECORDS MANAGEMENT
• What are church records?
• How can a records management system be used to 

manage expectations?



EXPECTATIONS

• Personal beliefs that a certain outcome or event will happen.

•Not an agreement between people that something will 
happen.

• Based on one’s own experiences and strongly held 
assumptions.

•Not based on proven facts or reality.



EXPECTATIONS

• YOU have expectations about 
yourself and about others.

•OTHERS have expectations 
about you.

• Content of Expectations –

➢Personal Situational

• Level of Expectations –

➢Realistic Unrealistic 

➢Fuzzy Clear

➢Implicit Explicit



o How:
By communicating information that minimizes 
the difference between stakeholder perceptions 
and leadership realities.

MANAGE EXPECTATIONS

o Why:
To ensure that the expectations of everyone 
involved are aligned both as to content and level.



Managing Your Expectations

ABOUT YOU:  Avoid having 
unrealistic expectations

❖Never assume

❖Remove expectations 
from your relationships

❖Stop comparing yourself 
to others or creating 
fantasies

FOR OTHERS: Be proactive

❖Set initial expectations early

❖Be honest; communicate 
clearly and regularly

❖Over-communicate

❖Concentrate on what you can 
deliver

❖Anticipate problems

❖Know the biases of others



PART I – BUSINESS MEETINGS

• Plan, prepare, communicate

• Invite the Holy Spirit into the room

• Follow the agenda

• Be a shepherd to the group

• Acknowledge what was accomplished



PLAN AND PREPARE
• Review and follow your Bylaws:  notice; authority; quorum; 

voting.

• Send timely notices; will you have a quorum?

• Prepare an agenda* with names of presenters and time 
limits; specify reports, unfinished business, new business, 
suggested motions.

• Set deadline for sending out all relevant materials, 
including written reports, to attendees.

•Meet with executive committee as needed to review 
agenda and discuss potential issues.



INVITE THE HOLY SPIRIT 
INTO THE MEETING ROOM

•Open with prayer/devotion/reflection; begin to center 
everyone on the objectives of the meeting.

• State the purpose of the meeting; seek acknowledgment 
of attendees’ function.

• Review previously agreed upon meeting “ground rules*”.



FOLLOW THE AGENDA

• Approve the agenda

•Once the agenda is approved, avoid adding items; review 
their notice requirements before adding items.

• Take matters out of order only if the group concurs; do not 
vary the time limits from what is shown on the agenda.

•Hold to the time limits as much as possible; vary them only if 
the majority agrees.

• Announce approaching discussion deadlines and enforce 
them.



Shepherd the group

• This Leadership task comes from the Bible:  

➢Sheep without a shepherd were harassed and helpless; they 
scattered and became food for wild animals.  

➢A shepherd led the sheep to pasture and water and 
protected them from wild animals.  

➢The sheep followed the shepherd because the shepherd was 
able to uplift and encourage them to where they felt 
welcomed, accepted, and hopeful.



Shepherd the group

➢The shepherd of a meeting guides and directs its members 
during the process of decision-making*.

➢The meeting shepherd controls the flow of the meeting, 
giving the meeting a sense of direction, a feeling of safety 
and fairness, and, in the end, a sense of accomplishment.



Acknowledge what was accomplished

At the end of the meeting, before adjourning:  

• Summarize the actions taken by the group.

• List specific actions to be taken before the next meeting; 
identify the person in charge of taking these actions.

• Express gratitude for the work of the group; specifically 
thank them for staying within the agenda time 
constraints and for abiding by the meeting rules.



HANDOUTS

• Sample agenda

• Sample Ground Rules

• Taking Action – Motions



QUESTIONS????


